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Abstract. Land cover plays a significant role in the earth system science, which reflects the influence of 
human activities and environmental changes (Sellers et al., 1997; IGBP, 1990; Aspinall et al, 2004). In China, 
Many land use/cover maps can be used in recent years derived from remote sensing observation. These data 
will be whether or how combined effectively to produce better land cover map that is a key question. 
Dempster-Shafer evidential reasoning is a method of multisource data decision fusion. The method is based 
on the recognition that the knowledge and information we use in making decisions such as image 
classification is often uncertain, incomplete, and occasionally imprecise. Past research has shown that 
evidential reasoning can produce more accurate results compared to traditional classifiers. This paper makes 
an experiment in HEIHE river basin to develop land cover map using Dempster-Shafer (DS) evidence theory. 
The China 1:100000 land use data, the 1: 1000000 vegetation map and MODIS land cover classification 
product as multisource of evidence to support each land cover class. These evidences are combined using DS 
combination rule. Results shows that the evidence theory can be used for fusing multi classification 
information and can effective report the spatial distribution of interval of uncertainty. The most important 
issues is how to accurately determine and expression the uncertainties in the make-decision process, such as 
the uncertainty of input data, the uncertainty of evidence and the uncertainty of frame of discernment. 
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1. Introduction 
Land cover plays a significant role in the earth system science, which reflects the influence of human 
activities and environmental changes (Sellers et al., 1997; IGBP, 1990; Aspinall et al, 2004). The land cover 
change impacts the function and structure of terrestrial surface process such as energy exchange, water cycle, 
biogeochemical cycle and vegetation productivity etc (Turner et al., 1995; Crutzen, 1990; Keller, 1991; 
Hederson, 1983). Therefore, accurate land-cover maps is the foundation for land, ecological and hydrological 
modeling, carbon and water cycle study as well as global climatic change study (Sellers et al., 1997; IGBP, 
1990). Many parameters of land surface model are assigned based on the land cover types, such as many 
time invariant model variables (vegetation albedo, aerodynamic roughness length, canopy displacement 
height, etc.) in SIB2, CoLM (Yongjiu Dai et al, 2001; Sellers P J et al, 1996a). 

Decision-making method has become the focus of land cover classification. The methods of land cover 
mapping can be divided into three categories, including statistical method, physical method and knowledge-
based decision-making method, the statistical method is main used the image texture information, the 
physical method is major used the image spectrum and time-serial information, and knowledge-based 
decision-making method fusion information as much as possible, including image texture, spectrum, time, 
and other sources of information. On the other hand, many global-, continental- and regional-scale land 
use/cover maps have been produced in recent years using remote sensing, such as the IGBP (the International 
Geosphere Biosphere Programme) global land cover dataset (Loveland et al., 2000), the the University of 
Maryland global land cover map (Hansen et al., 2003), the map from the European Commission Joint 
Research Centre (GLC 2000) (Bartholome et al., 2005), and the MODIS (the moderate resolution imaging 
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spectroradiometer) Global land cover map (Hodges et al., 2001；Friedl et al., 2002). In China, the 1:100000 
land use database (Liu Jiyuan, 1996, 2002, 2003), the 1:1000000 vegetation map (Editorial Board of 
Vegetation Map of China, 2001) and other relevant data are available. Ran et al（2008）evaluate the four 
global land cover map in China, the conclusion is not data meet the needs of the land surface simulation. An 
important problem need be solved is how fusion many available land cover relevant data. 

Evidence Theory (Dempster, 1967; Shafer, 1976) is a method of inexact reasoning. The method is based 
on the recognition that the knowledge and information we use in making decisions such as land cover 
classification is often uncertain, incomplete, and imprecise. Evidence Theory have been used in a variety of 
classification applications (Peddle, 1995a; Soh et al, 2004; Cohen et al, 2005; Comber et al, 2004; Wanxiao 
Sun et al, 2007; Liu Chunping et al, 2002; Wang Xuhong et al,2004; Wang Yang et al,2002; Zhu 
Xiaokun,2005). Although the evidence theory have been used in a variety of successful land cover 
classification applications, but its ability to fusion the existing multi-source land cover classification products 
is a new problem needed to verify.  

This paper makes an experiment in HEIHE river basin in China to validate the ability to fuse multi-
source land cover data of evidence theory. This section provides the rational and objective of the paper. 
Section 2 introduces the input data and make-decision set. Section 3 present the evidence theory and data 
process, Section 4 presents the result and uncertainty. Section 5 presents conclusion. 

2. Classification system and input data 
IGBP land cover classification system has been applied widely in land cover classification. The IGBP land 
cover classification system as a decision-making set in this paper. The set member include evergreen 
needleleaf forest (1), evergreen broadleaf forest (2), deciduous needleleaf forest (3), deciduous broadleaf 
forest (4), mixed forest (5), closed shrublands (6), open shrublands (7), woody savannas (8), savannas (9), 
grasslands (10), permanent wetlands (11), croplands (12), urban and built-Up (13), cropland/natural 
vegetation mosaic (14), snow and ice (15), barren or sparsely vegetated (16), water bodies (17). 

Three land cover relevant data sets are used in this study as the sources of evidence. These include 
MODIS Global land cover classification product (MOD12Q1) (Hodges et al., 2001；Friedl et al., 2002)，
The vegetation map of China (Editorial Board of Vegetation Map of China, 2001) and 1km land use map 
from 1:100000 land use database in 2000 (Ran et al,2008). These three data have their own characteristics, 
the information complement each other for the decision-making set. 

China 1km land use map derived from 1:100000 land use database in 2000. The database is derived from 
Landsat MSS, TM, and ETM images, and mainly by manual interpretation based on the experiences of 
experts. The boundaries of the objects were delineated based on the interpreters’ understanding of the 
spectral reflectance, texture, and terrain and other information of objects. Then and the attributes (labels) of 
the polygons were labeled to produce the digital map. Finally the vector digital maps were edited and 
compiled (Liu et al., 1996). The database has been validated by intensive field surveys including an 
accumulated survey length of 75,271 km across China. The overall accuracy of the land use map was 95% 
for 25 land use classes (Liu et al., 2003). However, the land-use data is based on a tiered classification 
system that lack of vegetation types and seasonal characteristics information and it is can not to used in the 
land surface model. The vegetation map of China can supply the information of lack of land use data. China 
vegetation map are developed based on the accumulation of half a century the vegetation survey data 
combined with aerospace and satellite remote sensing image, and the geology, soil science and climate of the 
latest research result, which reflect detailed distribution of vegetation, horizontal and vertical zone of 11 
vegetation types group, 54 vegetation types and 796 biome and sub biome units (Editorial Board of 
Vegetation Map of China, 2001). MODIS global land cover classification product provides consistency 
global land cover classification information relative to make-decision set in this paper. 

3. Method and data processing 

3.1. Dempster-Shafer theory 
Dempster-Shafer evidence theory is a extension of Bayesian probability theory, its concept is transformed 
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from events to proposition and event set to proposition set, it present the concept of basic probability 
assignment function, belief function and plausibility function, and establish the one-to-one relationship of 
proposition and set, so as translate the proposition uncertainty into set uncertainty. Evidence theory 
recognizes the concept of ignorance. In the land cover mapping, DS theory offers several advantages over 
traditional classification procedures (Wanxiao Sun et al, 2007). First, DS theory is a non-parametric classifier 
and therefore can handle data which may violate the Gaussian assumption of parametric classifiers (Lee et al., 
1987; Srinivasan et al, 1990). Second, it has an explicit mechanism for handling information uncertainty 
through the use of the concept of ignorance. Ignorance describes the incompleteness of one's knowledge as a 
measure of the degree to which we cannot distinguish between any of the classes (Lein, 2003). Third, it can 
provide several interpretive measures such as support, ignorance and plausibility that can be used to assess 
classification results (Lein, 2003; Peddle, 1995b). 

The most basic concept of evidence theory is frame of discernment, denoted by θ. The selection of θ is 
dependent on our knowledge, understanding level and knows and wants to know. In image classification, the 
θ corresponds to the set of type of classification system. For example the IGBP classification system is a set 
include 17 elements. 

The computing elements of Evidence theory is the power set 2Θ in the computing elements, and meets 
the following conditions: 
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Where Φ is the null set or an empty set, m(A) is a basic probability assignment (BPA) represents the support 
for A. 

Each data sources have a different basic probability assignment in multi-source data fusion system, it is 
needed combine these basic probability assignment. In aggregating probability statements from different 
sources of evidence, Dempster-Shafer employs the following rule of combination: 
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Evidence theory recognize Belief function to represents the total support for an hypothesis. For 

any θ⊆A , belief function is defined: 
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Evidence theory recognize plausibility function to represents the represents the degree to which an 
hypothesis cannot be disbelieved. For any θ⊆A , plausibility function is defined: 
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For each hypothesis, belief is the lower boundary of our commitment to that hypothesis, and plausibility 
represents the upper boundary. The range between the two is called the belief interval, and represents the 
degree of uncertainty in establishing the presence or absence of that hypothesis. 

3.2. Data processing 
Dempster-Shafer evidence combine rules determine the final belief degree for a hypothesis through combine 
the basic probability assignment. Commonly used to determine the basic probability assignment method 
include basic probability assignment function and expertise knowledge. In this study, the land cover 
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classification data as input data and it is difficult determine a function to represent the support for real 
classification, so we represented the data error by proportional error based on the expert knowledge  

The basic probability assignment includes two parts: 

jijiji CEM ,,, ⋅＝
 

Where E is the data accuracy, C is the correlation between each type of input data and type of IGBP 
classification system, subscript i is input data number, j is 1…17 IGBP type.  

E identified through literature, the accuracy of land use data is 95%, the accuracy of the vegetation map 
is 90% and the accuracy of MODIS land cover map identified reference the evaluation result in Ran et al, 
2008. C identified through expert knowledge. 

3.3. Make classification decision 
According to the evidence combine rules, we can get the total belief degree, plausibility degree and belief 
interval for each element in frame of discernment. These three functions can be used as the basis for the final 
decision. In this study, the decision rule is based on maximum support, where the class with the greatest 
support is assigned as the pixel label. 

4. Result and uncertainty 

 

Fig. 1. A comparison between fusion result and MODIS land cover map in HEIHE river basin. (A. MODIS land cover 
map in HEIHE river basin in 2001; B. The fusion result based on the evidence theory.) 

The land cover map is developed by evidence reasoning fusion scheme based on maximum support in 
HEIHE river basin in figure 1B. Figure 1 presents a comparison between fusion result and MODIS land 
cover map in HEIHE river basin. Compared to MODIS land cover map, the result integrating of multi-source 
information reflect more detail in the distribution of land cover type. Figure 1B hold the basic appearance of 
the vegetation (forest, shrubs and herbaceous), the attributes of leaf (evergreen and deciduous), leaf type 
(broadleaved and coniferous ) information in the map of vegetation and water body, urban and built-up, 
glacier, barren and wetlands information in the land use map. According to field survey, there have a wider 
distribution of evergreen coniferous forest in the upper of the HEIHE river basin, but the fusion result is not. 
There are two reasons for this, first, the information of map of vegetation was limited obviously in the 
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watershed scale, and second, the basic probability assignment for map of vegetation may is not accurate. 
This also shows that the evidence theory can be used for fusing multi classification information. The fusion 
result is sensitive for the basic probability assignment of input data. 

4.1. The spatial distribution of uncertainty 

 

Fig. 2. The spatial distribution of interval of uncertainty of the fusion result in HEIHE river basin 

In evidence theory, the range between belief and plausibility is called the belief interval or interval of 
uncertainty, and represents the degree of uncertainty of the fusion result. The greater of interval of 
uncertainty, the more uncertainty of make-decision result as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows the majority 
of the pixel uncertainty ranged between 0-0.1, and the dominant type is barren land. The mountainous region 
of the upper river is greater uncertainty. This is probably because that the definition of many types in the 
multi-source data has a greater difference, and may result in greater uncertainty if there is no accurate define 
the basic probability for each type in the multi-source data. Another reason that the lands cover type is more 
heterogeneous in mountainous region. Each land cover information is impact by the mountainous terrain. So 
eliminate the impact of mountain terrain is needed to strengthened. 

4.2. The type distribution of uncertainty 
Figure 3 shows the maximum, minimum, mean and standard deviation of interval of uncertainty of each land 
cover type. The interval of uncertainty is a greater difference among 17 land cover types. The mean of 
interval of uncertainty of barren is smallest that less than 0.1. The mean of interval of uncertainty of 
deciduous needleleaf forest, deciduous broadleaf forest, grassland, wetlands, cropland, towns, glacier, snow 
and the water body is around 0.3. This can be explained that the grassland, cropland, glacier, snow, barren 
and water body is accurate provided by the land use map of China, and the deciduous needleleaf forest, 
deciduous broadleaf forest is accurate provided by the map of vegetation of China. The conflict between this 
information is smaller. The uncertainty of other types is higher and the reasons is complex, one possibility is 
that the basic probability assignment of this types is uncertainty. 
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Fig. 3. The type distribution of interval of uncertainty of the fusion result in HEIHE river basin (1…17 denote the land 
cover type corresponding to the Section 2.) 

4.3. Source of uncertainty and experience with BPA 
Uncertainty includes any known or unknown error, ambiguity or variation in both the input data and the 
decision rule. Thus, uncertainty may arise from such elements as measurement error, inherent variability, 
instability, conceptual ambiguity, over-abstraction, or simple ignorance of important model parameters.(J. 
Ronald Eastman, 2003). Integrating the above analysis and classical evidence theory, the uncertainty 
includes at least the following three aspects: 

 The uncertainty of input data. It is the important component of BPA. The error of land cover 
classification is usually express using proportional error, which is often difficult to determine 
particularly in the spatial. The error of type-based is a real option. 

 The uncertainty of evidence. It is the relationship between input data and make-decision set i.e. 
frame of discernment. It is also the important component of BPA. In this paper, out experience is 
the evidence support value is not too big or too small, and can distinguish the importance among 
difference information. 

 The uncertainty of frame of discernment. It is does not consider in this paper. 

5. Conclusion and discussion 
A new land cover map in HEIHE river basin is developed based on the evidence theory and maximum 
support combination rule, which is the fusion of land use map, map of vegetation and MODIS land cover 
products (MOD12Q1). The data maintained overall accuracy of land use data, and added the leaf type and 
attributes of leaf of map of vegetation. 

Results shows that the evidence theory is can be used for fusing multi classification information. The 
fusion result is sensitive for the basic probability assignment of input data. The most important issues is how 
to accurately determine and expression the uncertainties in the make-decision process, such as the 
uncertainty of input data, the uncertainty of evidence and the uncertainty of frame of discernment. The  next 
step research is development of regional scale land cover classification product over China based on the 
introduction of multi-scale and more rich data and scientific determine the basic probability assignment of 
each input data. 
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